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The remarkable tnah about the Indian civilisation is that it has had its beginning in
poetry. The incipient stages in the establishment of the civilisation hadthe potent contribution
of the poets. And through the ritualistic pattern the Vedic poets regulated. the tife of the
community. and, through poetry. lent a shape to the Indian culture. It mustoe notecithat till
now hardly anything that is solemn and serious begin$in India without ~inging a song. and.
to adapt a Tennysonian phrase.2 to our purpose.. the Vedas sang the subcontinent into a
nation. Just as the Greek tragedy had its origin in the religious ceremonials. in similar
fashion and perhaps, more intimately, singingasong and reciting new poetical compositions
were parts of the community rituals. The rituals bound the members of the community
together and as such ritual was reLigion.. EtymoJogically, the: word religion is derived from
the Latin religere which means to bind together. For the Vedfcman rituals and poetry were
close companions; each complemented the other. It may be difficult to find an example of
'pure poetry' in the 8g Veda since the atmosphere ofiitualism pervades the poems. so much
so that poetry formed an integral part of the rituals. So the social dimension of po~try
cannot be confuted. The poet waS socially committed. He was not lonely, idiosyncratic or
aberrant as our modem poets are. He manitested a protound concern lor human destiny
and communication for him never posed a problem. He could engineer an admirable
unification of the factors of rituals of community. poetry. and song as art forms, and
philosophy that encompass.cd the gravc subject of the origin ofthc world and man's rclation

to it. We are reminded of a rem-ark of Pierre-Simon Ballanche:
.It is always a religious truth'

.

that the poet has to transmit. Religion and poetry are but one and the same. The poet is the
priest: (I-"urst 19150:7H) Such a unique blend tormed the quiddity or the Vedic cu1ture.
Indeed it was a large enough task that cannot be expected ofa modem poet. But it mllst not
be supposed that all the poets or the fig Veda were cast in the same mould and their poetry
was monolithic. Diverse philosophical thinking such as scepticism. agnosticism. pantheism
have been at work behind the poet's speech. In fact the Vedic poets thrived in and were
nurtured by a philosophical environment. Heraclitus, who breathed his thoughts into his
fragmentary poems in the company of the argumentative Plato and Aristotle, may amaze us

butJl Brhaspati ora Dirghatamas need not have the similar impact. In the context of the 8g
Vetf.athere is a close relation between philosophy and poetry. For a student of culture it is a
point worth noticing that a philosopher in the Vedas is a poet. The truth in man is
ack.nowledged when it sees the light of day through the vehicle or poetic speech. So truth
needs the body of poetry to express itself. The philosophy in the Vedas is not epistemology
or metaphysics alone. it is the philosophy oflanguage and a phiiosophy'ofpoetry as well.
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Also the 8g Veda is the glorious repositOl)' of high-quality poetl)' and canons of literary
criticism of stupendous merit. The claim may sound tall but it is hardly so for the statement
of the claim is fulJy substantiable. For an example we may reter to Eliot's dIstInctIOn between
the man who suffers and the man who creates which was anticipated thousands of years ago
by the imagery of the two birds perched on the same tree: one busies itselfin pecking about
grains and fruits while the other simply looks on disinterestedly. ("Two birds, friends joined
together clutch the same tree. One ot them eats the frUIt: the other looks on without eating'.
1.164.20 O'Flaherty 1994:78. The metaphor of the two birds occur in the .4II](1r\'a Veda
IX.ix,20, MlIl1dakofJal1i,,'adHlJ,L Kallwpal1i,<;(ld.VI. I. Gil;i XV. I. So art, religion. literature,
and philosophy fonned the potent co-ordinates-in the genius of India. The commingling of
intellect and emotion in man is;nstnnnental TOhiscOlnplete satisfaction and importantly his
satisfaction is in the satisfaction of all the elements. ll1is fonns a significant sector in the
domain of the Vedic poet's philosophy.

We may now turn to Dirghatamas who was a stalwart poet and one ofthe profoundest
philosophers of the Vedas. I Ie has twenry-five poems to his credit in the (?g Veda collection.
TIley are full ofphilosophy and abound in mysticism and symbolism. TIle Vedic people had
the desired "familiarity with the set of symbols quite unlike the modem reader who is ba!l1ed
by thejul11ble of paradoxes and the sinuous matrix of symbols. It must be rem'embered that
Dirghatamas recited his poems before a gathering ofIeamed listeners. In one of his verses,
Dirghatamas enquires about the existence of any person who has seen the creation of the
world. I Ie thus makes us confront the pregnant relation that exists between the mysterious
basic universe and the evolved world of experience. It is in this knowledge that real wisdom
resides and the knowledge of the basic universe is achieved through a vision. TIle wise
poets explore their hearts and by dint of their povv'er of intuition come to know a lot about
the stages of origination. 'Poets seeking in their heart with wisdom found the bond of existence
in non-existence'.( 10.] 29.4 0' Flaherty 1994:25) Remarkably enough, it is only the power
of the language of the poet that can stir the hidden universe to break torth with a meaning.
If one can understand the language of the poet then he can also understand the myster)' of
the universe and Dirghatamas appears to suggest that it is the poets who comprehend the
mystery. (It reminds us of Nova lis for whom the poet and the priest are one. 'Only an artist
can divine the meaning of life: Furst 1980:70.) Sunahsepha. one of the prominent Vedic
poets, tinds himselfin bondage and embarks on a self-exploration to discover the illumination

that would provide him with the clue to the mystery of the world. In fact light. wisdom.
freedom, and poetry fonn the pith of SunahSepha's philosophy. The state of 'freedom'
emboldens him to behold his father and mother (wisdom and poetry). Interestingly, it is the
unique 'vision' that begets \\isdom, the po\ver that enables our inner faculties to see through
the apparent opactty and understand the true law 01 tillngs. .Let 111mwho really knows
proclaim here the hidden place of that oeloved bird: (I.I6.UO'Flaherty 1994:76) The
'beloved bird' can come to mean truth or illumination that is concealed ITom the ordinal)'
view. It is only the poet who by an' 'inner height' discerns the position of the bird. So,
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'unknowing, ignorant. 1 ask for knowledge about it from the poets who know'. (1.164.6
ibid) TIle omniscient intellect enables them to grasp the Truth of the universe. There is the
emphasis on .valun'iely,? and It may be observed that the poets in Atharva Veda use the root
viel about two hundred and tifty times, cit about thirty five times andjl1a about eighty times
in the sense to know and elf!; about eighty times in the sense to see. to observe. They have the
ability to realise the forces that guide nature's operations and \\lth this knowledge they want
to control and command them. It may be mentioned in this context that Dadhyane. a very
important poet of the pre-~gvedic times had the wisdom about mad/Ill or honey-Madlw-
viely.] or knowledge of the great mystery.

Thus have I. an illumined sage, by my thoughts and utterances spoken to
thee, who knowest. 0 Fire, 0 Creator, secret words of guidance, seer-
wisdom that speak out their sense to the seer. (Vamadeva's hymns, IV,
3.16 Aurobindo 1991: 174)

So the seer is expected to look beyond the apparent reality and bring the 'secret' 10
light by the dint of his wisdom. Indeed the illumined [{d has access 10 the secret words -
ninya vac.lJil~i and possesses the wisdom to utter the hidden meaning ,- kiIvyiIlli k:lvaye
lliI'ac{///(/. And Dirghatamas feels that the [iks exist in a supreme ether, imperishable and
immutable in which all the gods arc seated..He adds 'One who knows not That what shall he
do with the ~k? -I. J64.39 (6) The poets have spread the seven threads and they ask him 10
weave them into a cloth. (. An ignorant fool. I ask in my mind about the hidden footprints of

the gods. Over the young calf the poets stretched out seven threads to weave.' (1.164.5)
(0' Flaherty 1994:76) l-kre we find the seed.ofthe postmodem critical theories where the _

poem. exists as a lexi and nothing else. There arc two words in one of the verses ofBrihaspati:
sirih and /al1/ra. The word lanlra is related to ial1ll1, and lanl1/ means thread and the word
sirih must be the accusative plural ofsiri. Either they spin cotton into yam or weave clothes
out of yam. They pUlthe words lengthwise and crosswise. The word .text' has its origin in
the art of weaving. Just as a pi~ce of cloth has its lexlure so is the poem a text woven out of
di fTerent slrands oflhoughl. II has been suggested that the seven threads given to Dirghatmnas
to weave were the poelry of the earlier poets. The number seven is mystical. The Vedas
speak of the symbolism of seven sisters singing in chorus. There is also a reference to the
weaving of the cloth in the poem of another Vedic poet Brihaspati. The Kavis in ..llhan'a

I-'eda fashion seven boundaries (5.1.6) being wise and deft. They may be called 8,~abl1(/
having thousand eyes. They are lapasl'il1S and hence they protect Surya (Sun) (18.2.18)

It is worth noting that speech becomes identified with the creator and the absolute
g.odhead - '1 am thi;;:olle \\ ho blows like the wll1d. embracll1g all creatures' (10.125.1\)
O'Flaherty 1994:63). But speech who knows all does not move all. The love of speech is
lavished on the poet - 'whom I love 1 make awesome; 1 make hIm a sage, a wise man, a
Brahmin'( 10.125.5) (ibid). Thus wisdom is bestowed which gets wedded to speech to give
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birth to poetry. Wisdom is the father and language is the mother. Timidity could be the
initial reaction but an aesthetic relish is what awaits the ripening of the maITiage. 'The
mother gavethe tilther a share in accordance with the Order, tor at the beginning she embraced

him with mind and heart. Recoiling, she was pierced and flowed \vith the seed of the embryo.

The reverent came to praise.'(1.164.8) (76) Here the seed of the embryo is the poetic

composition. Again, 'The mother was harnessed to the chariot pole of the priest's cow; the
embryo remained within the cowpens. 'The calf lowed and looked for the many co loured

cow on the three stages of the jO!lrney.' (l.I64.9)(ibid) The cow is the language and poetry

takes its birth from the union of language and wisdom which is meant by the word calf. It
may be observed that the word \'lIcas (speech, spell) is used more often than vac. It is the

speech-ability of the poet (4.4.2, 1.~9.5) that has its 0\VJ1inherent power, haying the voice
of the bull and the intensity of the thunder. The \'acas of the poet (confeITed by Varuna)

stubs out all poison (5.13.1), decimates the enemy (5.23.2) and most often the vices (7.78.3).
By vuc the poet slugs it out with the messengers of death and removes aHyaksma (6.85,2),

In a poem of Brhaspati language is spoken of as revealing her charms like a wife
wearing fine robes ('One who looked did not see speech, and another who listens does not

hear it. It reveals itself to someone as a loving wife, beautifully dressed, reveals her body to
her husband.' 10.71.4 0 'Flahcrty1994:61) This metaphor is basic to t~e theory of the
language of. poetry that was subseqoently developed in India by such thinkers as
Abhinavagupta (10th c. A.D.) and Anandavardhana (9th c. A.D.). This theory would reject

Mallanl1e's dictum that poetry is written with words and not with ideas. What Brihaspati
says in his poem and what later on was canonised by Abhinavagupta is the view that meaning

is incarnate in the language of poetry. Language is the body while meaning is the soul.
Neither of these can be dissociated from the. other. This view has found its paradigmatic
expression in th,e opening verse of Kalidasa's Raghl/l'arii.lI (1.1)

Interwelded as words and meaning
Parvati and the Lord of the Lords (Brough 1968:51)

As a matter of fact. Brhaspati has strongly rooted for the phenomenon of poetry
betng the ottspnng ot language and wisdom. The world ot tomts bear reference to the
languageand in the processof becoming poetry, language ,\ith its innate malleability,assumes
diverse fonns in relation to the various objects in the world. So what distinguishes the
ordinary language from the language of poetry requires a careful introspection.

111ere is one absolute language, wk, and on no account can the poet's language be
cut ofTfrom it. In the case of ordinary language the meaning is conn:ntional or stratified or
used as a result of semantic habit. In case of poetry, language crosses the frontiers of
conventional meaning and reaches out to the transcendent source of meaning. The thoughts
of the poet cannot be communicated through propositional statements and the obliquity of
poetry contributes to its aesthetic profundity, Poetry transcends the fixed contours of a
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linbTUisticconstruction and its meaning illuminates in a flash by meaningful sentence-units
in Bhartrhari's philosophy of Sanskrit grammar. 111is brings to the fore the doctrine of
suggestion (dhvani). (Dhvani is the principle which is derived by Anandavardhana. Every
analysable linguistic element in poetry is vyaiijaka or revealer in regard to rasa which must

be regarded ipso facIo as v)'(Jfigya or 'revealed' par excellence. [It is the poet who
comprehends the aesthetic suggestivity and can fathom the ffiulti- layered symbolism t.o

infuse the intended rasa. Also Kuntaka's Vakroklijivita should not go unmentioned. Vakrokli

is an unusual statement, more elevated, ornamented and appealing than our ordinary language
which is fit enough to make its presence felt in the domain of poetry. Nilakantha Dikshita
calls it Vinyasa Visesha in Siva Lilamava. Ruyyaka uses the term Pralldhokti in Alamkara
Sarvasva.] Indeed the Vedic poet sees through the ordinary usage and gets the suggested
meaning (v)'aiijll1IiI) incarnate in the language. It is owing to this power that the poet enjoys

a special position in the Vedic sociology.
I Ching makes us aware of the 'right'.man who takes up the words, ponders their

meaning under the fixed rules that reveal themselves. It is to the right man that the meaning
manifests itself. Here the 'right' man could be the poet or the man with the vision of truth
and \'visdom.

He is the one who knows how to stretch the thread and weave the cloth;
he will speak the right words. He who understands this is the guardian of
immortality; (6.9.3) (O'Flaherty 1994:116)

Thus it is only the 'inspired' poets who know how to harness the plough and stretch
the yokes on either side (to fashion the composition with deftness and delicacy). By this
they win favour among gods. Moreover, Dirghatamas draws a distinction between those
who have eyes to see (endowed with wisdom) and those who are blind (people who
understand nothing). Precisely, the real sight is the sight ofthe poet. It is further maintained
that those who possess wisdom attain immortality. It appears from Dirghatanlas' manner of
speaking that wisdom consists in expressing the truth in appropriate metres. Also it is essential
to remain cognisant about the proper occasion for the different metres. The concept of
metre is so important an atlair that the holiest of truths is taken to be expressed in Goyalr;
metre. Poetry has different metres and one should know what metre is to be resorted to for
a particular song.

With the Ga)'Cllr;foot they fashion a hyrnn; with the hymn, a chant; with
the Tri~\ubh foot a strophe; with the strophe of two feet or four feet they
fasluon a speech. With the syllable they fashion the seven tones. (1.164.24)
(O'Flaherty 1994:78)
Even the Atharvanic hymns are bound by metres. Arka (a song) is measured by

Gayatri metre and in fact the ,ks have similar metre and from these ,ks the siimanS are
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fashioned. The poets sing arka (arkal/l ab/~\'llrca11li, 13. J.13) The true poet knows what
poetry is and by knowing the truth turns immortal. The question as regards the relation
between the true poet and immortality remains. The question would surface since 'wisdom'
has become a suspect word in today's atmosphere. Eliot has been hesitant in admitting that
Goethe is a great poet though he admits that Goethe is a sage. This Eliotian hesitation is
symptomatic of the hour of disbelief: But for the Vedic man nothing is less than the loss of
wisdom. Here, wisdom cannot be a mere intellectual equipment. In fact poetic language
becomes the glorious medium for 'truth' to express itself and is the sole manner by which
immortality is achieved. This is the Vedic philosophy which Dlrghatamas represents where
to be a poet is the highest goal and with poethood comes bliss and immutability. Also the
Angirases are said to have discovered 'light'. By being associated with the exploits ofIndra
in the release of the cows atter killing Vala, the Angirases have released 'light'. In fact
Yama who found the Path achieved wisdom in the company ofthe Angirasas. Their' light',
Yama's Path and Manu's system of moral life leave its synergistic impact on the unification
of civilisation.

Here we may make an effort to understand the reasons that make a true poet know
what metre will suit a particular kind of poetl)'. Dirghatamas gives a description or the
metres and their application. He says that the GayatrJ metre is related to the three worlds
and is not confined to any region and for this reason it has a ~'Teatnessorits own. Oirghatamas
highlights the contrast between the condition of the poet and the condition ofthe.common
m(,1n.In the poet there is something that is externally seen and at the same time there is
something which resides inside him. It is the truth about him. What is external is what is in
him common with the ordinary man. Quite unlike the common man there is something in
the poet that runs briskly: it is his talent. The mind of the poet is compared with a fast~paced_
steed and the immortal spirit in the poet moves about with his own will power. Thus the
poet c9mbines two factors. the mortal and the immortal. and both form an integral part of
his personality. Dirghatamas suggests that on becoming a poet he is blessed \\,ith .a new
parentage; he becomes the son of the heaven as father and of the earth as mother. With
poetry appearing as the supreme expanse <,>ftheworld, he settles confidently at the altar and
proudly faces the abode oflanguage. The rituals of which his poetic selfis a vital in1:,'Tedient
reveal the world-force and the world activity. This is a pointer to aesthetic comprehensiveness
in the Atharvanic poet. For him there is varca~ (splendour) that takes into account the
aesthetic charms orthe earth - gandha. odour onhe worla (Prilhivl) and /'IIchi, charm with
its subtlety and refinement and the IIgra, the warty or vulgar - in the same sweep. This is
peculiarly the all comprehensive and the all encompassive selt'ofthe poet.

So Kavi is the man with prajl1ilval or dhYilnaval, medhil, and l11al1i,~il.He is the
krill1ladar.~il1(loosely translated as transvisional}') as suggested in Atharva Veda 19.53.1
possessed ot'prajliil (understanding). Here dhtra (wisdom) is related to medhil (intellect).
This medhil is closely allied with tapas, il1dr~1'G(the power of senses, 6.133.4), lraddh~~nd
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dik~a (19.64.1; 19.40.3). The medha in the kavi orders the thought process and regulates the

. flow ofideas, imparting the requisite artistic finality. In the true poet, medhaflows unabated
and the mind is without chidra (here it means the breach in comprehension or ideqtion).
The poet is, thus, the medhavin or sl/medhas. Further Dirghatamas is struck by amazement
at the metamorphosed state in which he finds himself.

'I do not know just what it is that I am like. I wander about concealed and
wrapped in thought. When the first born of Order came to me , 1 won a
share of this Speech.'(1.164.37) (O'Flaherty 1994:79)

The'discrepancy between the old and the new selves is quite conspicuous and
Dirghatamas as a poet shrugs off his old self but cannot explain the dynamics of this
transfonnation. Indeed the split in the poet's persoriality is multi-directional. It is to the
ultimate truths of the world that the personality of the poet is directed. This runs counter to
the personality of the ordinary man that gravitates towards the prosaic order of the extraneous
world _ the wo.rldthat is too much ,~th us, getting and spending. Here the double personality
in Dirghatamas is a case in point. He uses both the singular and the dual number while

,

speaking of himself. '

Very clearly. the ik.s or the syllables ofpoetry are the supreme abode oflanguage.

The Atharvanic poet acts as the pl/rohi/a (priest) of the kings as he wrestles against the
messengers of Yam a who have come to take away the life of a person, declaring himselfas
brahmaC.1rin of Mti)'lI. In contrast to the.ordinary language that relates itself to the objects

of this experienced world. the language of poetry establishes itself as the real language
where the gods can find their refulgent mansion-' the undying syllable of the song is the
tinal abode where all the gods have taken their seat'.( 1.164.39)(0' flaherty I994:KO) What
follows from it is the importance of understanding the syllables - an understanding that
sustains the relation between language of poetry and the presence of god therein. Also.
what finds a durable niche is the fact .that through the understanding of poetry man can
achieve a communion with the gods. It must be mentioned that the poet with the gift of
imagination (pra/ibha) shares an a~etic sensibility with the ideal critic (sah.rrlaya or ra.sika).
Importantly. in Dirghatamas the critic who understands the essence of poetry. and the creator
called poet. lose all distinctions.

Dirghatamas juxtaposes two concepts k,'1izraand ak:;ara. The word k,rora means

what sheds do,..." and the word ak~,.a means what cannot be shed or what is indestructible.
The implication ofthe contrast is what obtains between the empirical and the transcendent'
or between that what is conditioned and that what is unconditioned. The world beyond can
only be spoken of by language. The world of experience is rooted in or allied with the
transcendent. When Wordsworth (in his poem "Lines Composed a Few Miles Above lintem
Abbey") speaks of the unknown modes of being he was thinking what had already been
thought by Dirghatamas so long back.
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'Speech was divided into four parts that the inspired priests know. Three
parts, hidden in deep secret, humans do not stir into action; the fourth
part of speech is what men speak: (1.164.45) (O'Flaherty 1994:80)

So it is the poet who with the benison of imagination (kavi pralibha) has tree
access to all the four quarters. He wields language in such a way that 'the unknO\'vl1modes
of being' are made kno\'m. (One can profitably refer to the Agni PUriilJawhich maintains
that words attain preeminence in science U,Islra], meaning in epic history [I/ihiisa] and
suggestion in poetry. In Dhl'ani K,1vya [Dhl'any,iloka,LI3] we find that the apparent meaning
delightfully eases into another territory of meaning and manifests that [other suggested]
sense.

One of Dirghatamas' major poems is addressed to his Muse, the river goddess
Sarasvati.( It may be noted that there is only one Muse in. Indian theory of poetry as
distinguished trom the nine Muses of the Greeks). The word Sarasvati denoted a river and
connoted a goddess. The river is spoken of in the Vedas as the greatest of the rivers and also
as the greatest of the mothers: nadJ7ame, Gmbi/ame. Sarasvau as a goddess is the apotheosis
of a river held in high esteem by the Vedic people. As a goddess she incarnates the sacred
divme knowledge, Brahmal'idya-svarupi(lI: She is the fountainhead of all faculties (mental

~nd spiritual), the purifier and bestower of pure reason, the recompenser of worship and is
the source of inspiration and accomplishment tor all our benevolent acts. She sets in motion
all the energies of the soul and intellect. She imparts deep knowledge to all who are seekers
oftruth. It was in the valley ofthe river Sarasvati that the Aryan civilisation had originated
and tlourished in India. In the poem the poet is the child ofSarasvati. She is thought of as a
mother who nurses the poet on her breasts: 'Your inexhaustible-breast, Sarasvati thattlows
.with the food of life, that you use to nourish all that one could wish for, freety giving
treasure and wealth and beautiful gitts- bong that here for us to sucJ.;'.(I.I64.49) (O'Flaherty
1994:81) It is implied that what a poet can give to a man is what a mother gives to a baby.
But the difference is important tor us to. note. The milk available in the mother's breasts is
only for a particular period of time; but the milk trom Sarasvau's breasts is everlasting. It
keeps on nourishing the poet unconditionally.

One has to adnlit that the mysticism, symbolism, and the enigma of the poem
baffle the modern reader with a near impenetrable density. But what cannot be disclaimed is
the fact that the poem is a work of high quality dappled with exquisite images evincing a
deft handling of language. It is crowned by a laudable artistic unity achieved through a
remarkable commingling of contrasts.

The line of argument cannot be strenf,rthened without an adequate discussion of
Brihaspati (also known by the appellation ofBrahmanaspati meaning lord of poetry). He is
also called pa/hilerl, 'path-preparer' (the Kavhlam Kavih). He was a 'creation and at the
same time a personification of the priestly activity, to which later priestly poets ascribed the
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deeds of might for which fonnerl)' other gods. notably Indra. were praised. He is the harbinger
of joy for the gods and men and through his wisdom one can obtain a share in the sacrifice.
He is the Ponhfex; the prepareI' onhe way to the heights of heaven. There is a mention of
poetry as a very prominent feature in him. Symbolically it is said that he has seven mouths
and is endowed with seven songs. Although in the A/harva Veda. the poet can be the divine
kavi where Agni (5.12.1; 8.3.20; 19.4.6). Bhumi (12.1.63). Vena (5.1.6) Varuna (5.13.1).
Savitr. (7. 14.1) Rohita (13.1.11) are omniscient and possessed with extraordinary abilities.
Their skill is in the creation oftbeuniverse- de\'{{:,ya k,7\yam- separately categoriserlfrom
their human counterpart. It can be convincingly argued that Brnaspati is essenti'ally a lJ1an
who was deified on account of his superior talents and acmevements. Here one may note
that deification of poets is a matter well 1m0 \'m to aestheticians. [fwego back in history we
shall find that the poet and the priest were. united originally in the same person. which
means that the poet was he \vilo was conscious of the \ orld af spirit as well as that of sense.
and was the ambassador af the gods to men. This was his highest function and this is the
reason for giving him the name of 'seer'. Thus Brhaspati combines the dual identity of a
gad and a singer (divine singer). As a matteroffact in rhe~R Veda (X 91.3) God is depicted
as a poet.

Most skilful with Thy powers. mast wise with wisdom.

o God. Thou art a Pact knowing all with thy paetic wisdom.

Master of goad things. Thou. the One. art the Lord.

Of what the heavenand the earthproduce. (Bose 1960:119) .

We should alsa nate that the concept of the poet as a divine smger is a happy
persan. The 'happiness' of the poet is related tQ .immartality' - a statedevoidofexistential
anguish or ennuI. And this happiness emerges out of a deliverance trom the murky quarters

0'1'ignarance. and immortality is conjained to the a~tainment af wisdom. Atharvan. a$ the
preeminent poet IIIA/lUll'\'{{ Veda has a direct correspandence with Vanlr.1awho bestawed a
speckled cow ta him. This is kavit,1-sak/i. the poetic inspiratian. When Atharvan was asked
what made him the poet. he respanded confidently saying that his amniscience made him
know everything that is created. Kav)'a (poetry) has made him prafaund in intelligence and

.
seems ta suggest that the gu (cow) presented to hun IS nathing but the kavitvij-iak/i. Sa
paethaad is a spiritual achievement. Interestingly Yama. wha in the tater mythologies became
the lord ot Death. IS descnbed In the «X Ji:dClas the pathhnder ta unmartallty. Indeed the
discovery af the Path has come in the company of the paets. Thejourney to illumination
cannot be completed in the sole capacity af a pawerful rex but by being a part of the
cammunity of the paets. Alsa, being endeared to poetry, the destination may be reached.
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Whena fonnidable ruler like Yamalovinglyseeks the realm of poetry and song. finds
illumination in the camaraderie of poets. and associates himselfwith the valiant exploits of
Indra. the question ot effemmacy of the Vedic poets is easily ruled out. Rather a unique
combination of power and wisdom emerges. The heroism suggested t1erecannot border on
barbarism but has beauty about it for the Vedic civilisation demands an extraordinary
intrepidity to break through the frontiers of darkness and evil to savour a triumph which
tlowers into poetry. So for the hannony and security ota civilisation, the dual functions of
wisdom and power assume mammoth signif!cance.

..

When language enters into a true poet it transfonns itself into true poetry called

manlra or a brahman. Poetry in Allwrvll Vedli is referred to as M""i,~'ii.SlI1i15aMa/i (prayer)
or G:ifhii and Git' (song). It is the Uk/hit (song) to which Agni responds and S/olra (song of
praise) for which Varul)a blessed Atharvan. Indra comes to the poet owing to his dhi(prayer)

as also the Asvins render assistance to him. Language in the wondrous hands of the poet
assumes an unusual and deviant foml as the poet loses his status of a mere composer and
e~calates to the pedestal ofa seer of man/ra and is a bf'Crhmll(laas well. The beauty inherent
in the language of poetry requires the genius ~f a poet to manifest itself. In Agni's fashioning
of the hymns of Aligiras we find the word kIp that ~uggests an aryisdc design in poetI):. Here
one may mention the torgll1g of the Joints ot the chariot by Rbhus who use their physical
adroitness to join the parts of the chariot much in the same way the kavi fashions out the
1\;'1\:1'(1Sartra. Like the ploughman who levels the deep furrows and dishevelled earth. the
kavi smoothens the rough edges of language and with choice of words. selection and
arrangement (dee/iv, indiciulII. disposilio) beautifies the whole Kavi-viikya.

.

Inspired with poetry I have fashioned this hymn of praise for you whose
very nature is power. as the skilled artist fashions a chariot. «(?g Veda
5.2.11) (O'Flaherty 1994:103)

In Sanskrit poetics. Oandin uses the tenn Alisl~l'vk1i. the tenn and concept being
derived from Bhamaha. Ali.<a.nt or Aclbhu/a is wonder and he refers to the wonderful
'transmutation' by which language blooms into poetry when handled by the creative genius
of the poet. It is only the poet who can put his fingers on the inner tissues oflanguage and
mine the hidden wealth. Language can be a burden for those to whom the innate beauty
remains hidden. Brhaspati believes that the person who has realised the true beauty of
poetic language and has successtully ferreted beauty out is well protected. So a true poet or
r~hican consider himself secure for poetry has endowed him with the power and strength to
ward ot! all penis and stub oul all eVils. The dllterence mlhe matter ot mner wealth ISwhat
finds an implicit elucidation in the difference between the lakes. One of the lakes have
water rising only up to the chest while the other can have sufficient water for a complete
bath. Water exists in all; but the difference is in deplh. Some pry into the inner resources of
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language but cannot exhaust the limits of it; the true poet comprehends the meaning in
total ity and surfaces with the entire chest of beauty. Also, the difference lies in the 'mobility'
ot the mind. Added to that is the insight into the truth and an outstanding intellectual abtlity
that combines religion, philosophy, science, and art. This catapults the poet to the ele\'ated
station of a leader of a nation.

In tact presentation of good poetry is accompanied by some music and good poetIy
recited in an assembly adds to the development of art. In this regard beauty and rhythm can
be aligned for it is through the rhythmic coni dol's of language that beauty can come to the
fore. Brhaspati says that we sing about thi! origin of the gods in the fom1 ofa poem. This is
a very significant statement. Sri Aurobindo could be said to have been looking back to
Brhaspati's declaration when he christens Book I of his Suvitri as the Book of Beginnings:
'It was the hour before the Gods awake'.(AurobindoI996:1) Brhaspati then blo\vs out the
birth of the gods. This act of blowing out the birth of the gods is imaged by a simile: a smith
blows the wind through the bellow. Poetic creation is suggested to be creating de 110m,
making there arise what is from what was not. TI1Csimile is significant for the f.1Ctthat
Brhaspati is not prepared to make any distinction between craft and the fine art. This should
remind one of Miche]angelo who also did not make such distinction. Also one should no!
torget the simile of leaving. Indeed the distInction has gaIned currency since Kant's CritiquL'
(~rJlldgeme11l and is celebrated by Hegel in his Lectures on Fim Arts. We may further
consider the simile and march into some interesting areas, Brhaspati as a poet, is taking up
the philosophical concepts of Being and Non-Being. If Being comes out of Non-Being by
the miracle 01 the poet's creation then It must be ratIOnally incomprehensible. The alleged
rational incomprehensibility is the miracle of creation. TI1e wind does not appear to be
th~re befo~e the smith's blowing: it comes into being when t~e smith blO\,:s his bellows. The
gods \\'ho didilolappear to be in existence are brough! into being by the po\\'er,ofBrhaspati.
I Ie is the great poet smgmg about the truths 01 the world. This brings light to humanity
which was concealed under the cloud of ignorance , Shall we not take Brhaspati as suggesting
hlrther that m brin!?ing the gods into eXIstence, by smging about them, he IScreating hlmsel!
as well? Poetry creates the poet along with the beings he sang about.

TI1epoet then is the creature who is free; no causal explanation can tell why someone
is a poet. His freedom may be alJ enignm but it is nonetheless a fact. Hjs wisdom or
illumination comes from within: the poet evolves from within. The inward vision, which
Pati1nJali enunciates. tinds a perpetual flow of pure conscIousness that mcamate sound and
~eaning. It is the poet who knows the secret of speech and thus visualises En~/1I1/(111.the
ultunate reality. 111Isbrahman IS the highest prInciple. the IImer protectIOn and the poet
speaks ofit with power and unites with its magical potency. This inwardness of the mystery
of language convinced Bhartrhari (in Vakya Padlya) to seek the tinaljunction of beatitude.
It is with the transformation of language that the world begins to evolve. The doctrine of
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.,'ahda Brahman or language as Bral:man goes back to the system of thought represented by
a poem ofBrhaspati in the 8g Veda. l11roughout the Vedic literature the word b(,1hnUl(la in
the neuter gender means the poetry ot'the Vedas and in the masculine it means the poet. It is
only in the Upanishad of the later times that the word came to denote the highest truth or
Reality or the Absolute': TIle other synonyms of the English word poet that occur in the Rg
f'eclu besides broihma(la. are K(l\'i and Vipru.( also K,irzt. Jarilf", G((lal. SlUVlll, G,!\,{ll, and
SIUI( in the All1ar...a Veda) All these words have mysl1co-cognitive connotations.

Historical imagination is Janus faced. It looks back and it also looks up to the
Iuture. As-yet and the not-yet are both encompassed by the imagination. As a matter offact,
in dealing with the Vedas we have to take recourse to reconstruction or hermeneutics. Here
the attempt has been made to ideate the concept of the poet in the Rg Veda from a two fold
source. First, the profound poetic quality of most of the ,rkscannot be doubted. The NJsadlya
Sukla may be linguistically simple but is conceptually provocative. Despite the mosaic of
answerable questions, perplexing challenges and paradoxes, the whirligig of time has failed
to attenuate a fraction of the beauty of the creation hymn. Max Muller in quoting this sokta

. in Six ,")'slem.sof/ndiW//)l1ilosopl1y appropriately comments that language blushes at itself
in tbis compositipn. The beauty ofU~ is not lime's fool; it is.unimp~achable. The myth of
the UrbaMand her fugitive chaml have found handsome adorationin Kalidasa. It is interesting
to note that as Dirghatamas, Brhaspati. Sunahsepha, Kal,lva,Kutsa, U~a. Atri, Bhrgu, Rbhus,
Atharval,1,Allgiras, Bharadvaja arc poets so also Agni, [ndra and Varut.laare honoured as
poets. lnis interchange of the person of the poet and god is a pointer to the basic truth about
poetry - the truth about the divine quality of poetic speech. [ndeed many a time the poets
have announced themselves: a/1(1/1/km'ill U.~lI1J pa.~.ralalll1la «(?g Veda, 4.26.1) -

[ am the

poet U~ana, behold me. (1\a\'1J1JII/U,W11/JK.avih: the G,u10.37 looks back to the Vedas)

Secondly. we have seen poetry as mextncably welded with divinity and language

has been apotheosised ( Viigde\'i, the goddess of speech). The Vedic people looked at nature

as the poetry at gods - (/e\'(/s,I'ak,7\')'1l11lWlllch does not undergo mutation - 1I1l11lm/Wra IIll

jiljali. That the poet can accompany the gods is a thing that has been surfacing itself in the
cultural history of India and elsewhere in the world.

In banishing all evil spints to a dark hole the poet in the Rg redo seizes the
opportunity to heap evil on the head of the rival priest. a 'sorcerer' (7.104). (Similar reference
exists in the Atharv(/ Veda where the evil spirits run away at the sight of the Atharvanic
poet.) The poet's spedalgift to create or his role of being a transvisionary \\'lth a creative
insight may be misinterpreted by being compared to the a\vesome \vielding of tile magician's
wand. But his special faculty cannot be connived and his luminous status is thoroughly
established. Only the poet with his extraordinary ability has access to that 'sweet fruit' and
perceives the 'beloved bird'.

.
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'The birds that eat honey nest and brood on that tree on whose tip. they say. is
the sweet filllt. No one who does not Know the tather eats that.'( 1.164.l2) (
O"Flaherty 1994:78)

I !ere the t:lther is the wisdom. It may be mentioned that the cOlTesponding faculties
tor Truth-conscIOusness are cImi, .,nlli, \'i\'eka. the direct vision of tmth. the direct heanng
of its word. the direct discrimination of the right. Whosoever is in possession of this Truth-
consciousness or open to the action of these faculties is the f~ior Kavi. sage or seer. So the
riddle of sacrifice (../.\)'111'1I11I(/.\~\'1I).a long and complex hynm whose meaning remains
primarily hidden in labyrinthine symbolism. is only known to the poet. lie knows the answers
to the questions that are asked in the hymn. lie commands a power that transcends all limit
and privacy. A tme poet is said to be a rsi or \'U.I'(/IIIas Rimbaud wanted to become.

Je lIis (/11'ilfalll elre \'U.I'Wll. setilire \!O.\'II/1/

I say that one must be a seer. make oneself a seer. (Bernard 1962: I 0)

With a mind pouring the light. the rishi can see the inner experience and Dirghatamas
is proud to belong to t.hat category. Incidentally he was born blind. His name means 'one in
long darkness'. This darkness can refer to the umbra 'of ignorance or the lack of wisdom or
the want of insight into the mysteries of the universe. Dirghatamas. like the philosopher in
Plato's Repuhlie. emerges from the cave and looks up at the sun. the source of light. He
reminds us of the celebrated prayer in the Upanishad to lead the blind from darkness to
lighl. from death to immortality. With Dllr,(I1111 (vision). 1"111'1111/111(the power of
objectification) and f'ralih!1;i (the creative genius). the poet is the person to whom the prayer
is granted.

The poet's fashioned seven boundaries: he who was trapped went to only
one onhem. The pillar ot IIIe's ngour. he stands IIIthe nest of the Highest.
among the supports at the end orthe paths. ((?t: r'edll 10.5.6) (0' Flaherty
IYY4:1IS)
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